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Class valuation appraisal login

Be valued and get a strategic collateral assessment partner who supports you today and invests in your future. We are growing our network of talented appraisers to deliver quality assessment products across the country. Join our leading community for communication, information and support. Get your payment sent directly to your bank
account. Convenient. Quick. Safe. Get the money right now. Once your report is accepted, we will pay you the next day. Every time. No exceptions. Be rewarded for your hard work. We offer well-earned bonuses for faster turnaround times and higher quality reports. Learn more. Ensure compliance and reduce review requests with access
to our team of dedicated appraisers with more than 150 years of experience. Go the extra mile and get rewarded for it. A Class Act panel for appraisers who over-stop speed and accuracy in the evaluation process. Demonstrate high responsiveness, low revision rates, and meet other performance criteria, the Class Law Panel will give you
access to: Higher earning potential with a bonus program is a no-go with stability with increased priority in the appointment process. You guys are professional and really care about your appraisers, which is not the case with a lot of other AMCs I work with. Thank you! Randy G., CALIFORNIABig partnership! A lot of orders, turnaround
waiting times are reasonable and communication is fast and professional with a sense of equal appreciation of our working partnership. William W., TXMN like professionalism and a clear plan of expectation. The requests are reasonable and I feel appreciated for my hard work, I feel like we are a team in the grade class. Michelle J.,
CALIFORNIA I get a lot of work from the grade class. Communication is timely and productive. I was accepted on the panel a few years ago and the class remains my most resilient and loyal customer. The workflow is reliable and that loyalty to me as a supplier has been an important factor for me in our ongoing business relationships.
Daniel F., MI you guys are one of my favorites for the job and glad we got back into the loop together. Whatever the time of day, you guys are there and tend to have a great and quick response that makes my life a lot easier!! You guys understand where the appraisers come from, and it's very unusual these days! Keep up the great work!
Nicholas B., OH Shoulder Class assessing advanced property fingerprint technology to optimize the evaluation process. With the most detailed and accurate property data at hand, you can complete your work effectively with high accuracy. The result? Flexibility and time savings are needed to live, work well and grow your business.
Transparent data for fewer KK An inspection application designed for appraisers, detailed floor plans, and faster, more accurate measurements of the Property Shoulder Class score of advanced property ownership technology to streamline the evaluation process. With the most detailed and accurate property data at hand, you can
complete your work effectively with high accuracy. The result? Flexibility and time savings are needed to live, work well and grow your business. Mobile inspection app designed for appraisersTransparent data for fewer KK revisions3D scans, detailed floor plans, and faster, more accurate measurements of properties More from class Are
you ready to experience deliberate relationships, smart tools and useful resources with an AMC partner who understands your value in the industry? Fill out the form to begin the process of joining our group of appraisers. Our innovation group is an elite network of appraisers who collaborate with Class and GSEs for pilot pilot innovation
technology that shapes the evaluation industry. These appraisers help influence the future of valuations and innovative tools that will help support a strong real estate economy. At Class Valuation, we redefine speed and accuracy in the appraisal industry with a radical commitment to people and smart technology. Get in touch to speed up
the origin process with lightning-fast turnaround times. Eliminate roadblocks. Avoid delays. Hit your timeline no matter where the property is. Know where real-time status updates are to keep everyone informed. Rest is easy knowing each score is performed by the nation's best appraisers and reviewed by our in-house quality control team.
The grade class has been named one of the best mortgage professional employers of the National Mortgage Professional Journal of 2020! Our innovation group is an elite network of appraisers who collaborate with Class and GSEs for pilot pilot innovation technology that shapes the evaluation industry. These appraisers help influence
the future of valuations and innovative tools that will help support a strong real estate economy. We found javaScript disabled in this browser. Please turn on JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to continue using twitter.com. You can see a list of supported browsers in our Help Center. Help Center We are always looking for people
who share our passion for providing an experience that is nothing short of exceptional! Evaluation tools and orderly processes are as effective as the people behind them. AppraiserVendor always wants to keep the best and brightest that our industry has to offer. As an employee you will receive a comprehensive package of benefits, paid
training programs and licenses, a casual work environment and a company culture that promotes the development and clear advertising path. Please write your resume and credentials vm@appraiservendor.com For over 10 years, AppraiserVendor a leading provider of national valuation and management solutions, providing products and
services to the quality and integrity of residential real estate Industry. For over 10 years, AppraiserVendor has been a leading provider of national valuation and management solutions, providing products and quality and integrity services to the residential mortgage industry. Founded by appraisers who are tired of AMC's relentless
practices and abuse, our founders set out to create a firm that valued the appraiser's relationship as much as the client's, and to review the evaluation management. AppraiserVendor understands the need for an appraisal management company that brings experience, innovation and exemplary service to its processes and procedures,
which is crucial to the view of the level of service to lenders, regulators and, most importantly, consumers. Our success is the result of our expertise, accountability and partnership with our suppliers, as well as our commitment to quality through technology, staff and panel education. Recognized several times by Mortgage Executive
Magazine as one of the 50 largest mortgage service providers in the country, AppraiserVendor works very hard to improve quality at the core by properly managing the provider by putting a great emphasis on partnership throughout the process, working with those appraisers that we have come to trust and trust them by giving them the
autonomy to do their job. Experience innovative service We recognize each customer has individual goals and needs, and strives to provide a unique and individual solution to their fulfillment. It is these attributes and our commitment to excellence that enable us to ensure impartial, compatible and timely delivery of products to our
customers with uncompromising quality. As a result, the appraiser Wendor has earned a reputation as Rethinking Evaluation Management. Behind any good organization is dedicated staff! We are as good as our people... That's why we are staffed by our team with appraisers, apprentices and industry professionals committed to
supporting our customers and their consumers, and. Under the guidance of an executive team with more than 50 years of assessment management experience, our employees are willing and willing to deal with any obstacles that come our way. Aaron was born and raised in Greenwood, New York. After joining the U.S. Army, Aaron
proudly served our country for 11 years in which he completed a tour of service in Iraq. Aaron left the U.S. Army in 1997 and immediately began his real estate career with certification and discovery, ownership and management of the Indiana Appraisal Group. Recognizing the importance of appraisal management companies in residential
valuation area, as well as using his business/management acumen and 10 years of experience in the appraisal industry, Aaron founded AppraiserVendor in 2007. He and his partner, Jeff Souter, started a business platform. Aaron continues to serve as President, CEO and Chief Appraiser in using industry professionals to service lenders,
banks, brokers and credit unions across the country. Teh Teh The commitment, dedication and leadership Aaron has shown his country continues in his approach to AppraiserVendor. Using his drive, leadership skills and assessment experience, Aaron drew on his communication with clients who require accurate, timely and compatible
assessments and, as a result, takes an active position in lobbying for evaluation management. His influence has influenced his colleagues and direct reporting and focuses on driving change and instilling integrity in the industry. Born and raised in Greenwood, Illinois, Jeff graduated from Indiana University - Bloomington, earning a degree
in marketing and economics from the School of Business. Jeff has been working in management and leadership positions in IT/software development, web development, real estate and AMC for more than 20 years. Prior to His tenure at AppraiserVendor, Jeff was CEO of Web-Pros, a national web development company that manages
more than 400 clients. In addition, Jeff was the founder and CEO of REO Oasis, a real estate software company whose revolutionary platform helped REO's banking and real estate professionals in real estate management. Jeff's proven track record of leading companies in the start-up, survival, turnaround, and growth phases has helped
shape AppraiserVendor's strategic initiatives since 2007. For this pursuit of excellence, Jeff was the recipient of the Indianapolis Top 40 Under 40 Executive Achievement Award. Jeff currently serves as a partner, CFO and CEO at AppraiserVendor. Steve earned a degree in public administration with a focus on organizational development
at San Diego State University in San Diego, California. As a result of an initiative of a professional with a command-and-control mentality, he began his career in evaluation management in 2001 with oversight operations and performance for employees of 80 employees serving several of the largest lenders in the country, including Chase,
U.S. Bank, and a number of others. As a driving force in the development and implementation of regulatory compliance, quality control, automation and workflow efficiency, Steve's approach to business and human resources management led to a rapid upturn in the evaluation industry, taking on his first executive role in 2007. Using his
business acumen and leadership experience, Steve uses his knowledge and practice in several areas of real estate, including real estate management, finance, product/system development and sales, to become a recognized leader in management and evaluation. With a proven track record of implementing the necessary strategies for
business development and growth, compliance monitoring, automation and workflow efficiency in a highly competitive, regulated and unstable industry, Steve strives to achieve results by maintaining a reputation built on character, service and Ethics. Steve joined AppraiserVendor in January 2017 and joins his experienced team and
management staff, which has led to immediate results in the efficiency, growth and development of systems. Getting together is just the beginning. Staying together is progress. Working together is a success. Founded by appraisers and led by industry experts with more than 50 years of valuation management, AppraiserVendor was
founded with the basic principle that all partners are equal in the eyes of our employees; creditors and appraisers alike. In an industry where one success is based on the opinion of another, effectively managing this dynamic can be challenging and where most have failed, AppraiserVendor has succeeded. A concept that avoids most
AMC, but one that has served us well in providing exceptional services to our customers and their consumers. Partnerships in an industry where relationships matter is the power of partnerships that we cultivate that lead us all to continuous success. Stay calm, we'll keep you compatible! The Appraiser Wendor understands that keeping
up with the ever-changing regulatory landscape of our industry is critical to the survival of the mortgage business. Our entire implementation process is designed with on-site monitoring to ensure that we exceed all state and federal regulatory requirements, including independence assessment requirements, as well as all other federal and



all state regulations. The Ravenor appraiser is committed to delivering quality and integrity products and services that are free from undue influence. As a company owned and operated by appraisers, AppraiserVendor is a proponent of reasonable and routine fee compensation and believes that this is necessary for the sustainability not
only of our company, but also of the appraisal industry. Reasonable and ordinary fee compensation ensures that we will retain the most competent appraisers on the market. If you believe that the appraiser's independence has been compromised, or undue influence or pressure has been placed on the appraiser in completing the
assignment for the Ravenor Appraiser, you can report any violations in appraiserindependence@appraiservendor.com, or call 888-418-2676 and contact our compliance department. Alliances and partnerships provide stability when they reflect realities and interests. AppraiserVendor collaborates with several reputable organizations,
ranging from data providers to local real estate colleges, that serve to enhance the experience of our partners throughout the execution process. As an appraisal management company, our partners and appraisers are a direct reflection of the Vendore Appraiser, which is very similar to the dynamics between lender and consumer; We
strive to represent our partners by providing products and services of quality and integrity for each transaction. We only cooperate with the best... and what could be better than Platinum? Platinum Data provides valuation data and analytics to mortgage lenders, service, investors, AMCs, appraisers and Suppliers. Platinum Data has
pioneered automated underwriting scores and boasts a product line that includes several Products. Founded in 2002, Platinum Data has been a leader in the collateral segment for over a decade. Its online platform and analytical tools are used to protect the country's 10 largest mortgage lenders, and help hundreds of companies, such as
AppraiserVendor, help prevent collateral losses for the mortgage industry. The company has been recognized with numerous industry awards. The CEO of AppraiserVendor has been working with Platinum Data since 2012, and thanks to our collaboration we have reviewed the AMC quality control process. In addition to achieving a
consistent monthly increase in volume over the time it used RealView, AppraiserVendor also reduced its dispute rates with customers by 18% and increased overall productivity by 22%. We get an increase in the share of our lenders' business because they know that we provide an underwriter ready for valuation. We help them reduce
risk, as well as reduce the time and resources needed to ensure quality assessment. Our customers know that they don't need to worry about quality on any evaluation received through AppraiserVendor. - Stephen French, Chief Operating Officer of AppraiserVendor Our friends at Platinum Data hooked us up ... Literally! RealView® is a
revolutionary business rule engine that quickly processes and analyzes compliance, completeness and consistency assessments compared to the evaluation industry guidelines and a customized set of customer evaluation rules. This innovative, customizable and very complex platform significantly enhances quality control and warranty,
empowers mortgage lenders, insurers and compliance agencies, servicers, AMCs, credit unions, banks, thrift and investors to thoroughly and quickly revise valuations with a significant reduction - as much as 60% - in reviewing time and error. During the automated review process: 2,500 business rules and USPAP guidelines reviewed
1,300 specific data points analyzed assessment information compared to the user set of review rules (s) set of review rules (s) established by the customer, lenders, investors, etc. , local listing and pending sale data collected and provided for additional understanding of trends and comparable sales price movements, market risk and
potential mortgage fraud detected with RealView , AppraiserVendor: Provides consistent quality control (KK) process of loved compliance of staff, investors and auditors provides higher quality valuations with faster reviews, including a complete audit trail, and reduces Collateral foreclosure checks comps and nearby sales that are scored
and ranked, based on the domain similarity of the property uses public records and MLS data to put the theme of the property in the context of the surrounding community community interactive, dynamic and very customizable checklist specifically designed for theVendor evaluator evaluation process
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